CALLS FOR
202
SERVICE
WATCH COMMANDER:

REPORTS
WRITTEN

18

TRAFFIC STOPS

50

BAKER ACTS

2

TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

Burglary –
Residential

19-56941

Florida Park Dr

BurglaryResidential

19-56965

Brushwood Dr

BurglaryCommercial –
Delayed

19-57054

Pine Lakes Pkwy N

Baker Act

19-57018

Pershing Lane

Baker Act

19-57037

Fenimore Ln

O1 reported that between 12/2018 and todays date, someone broke a window
and entered the home. Once inside they smashed things off the walls, leaving
holes throughout the house. They also spray painted on walls and spilt paint on
the floors. It doesn’t appear anything was taken, just damage in multiple rooms.
O1 reported sometime between 0700 and 1030 this morning, an unknown person
entered his open garage and took a small toolbox containing approximately $100
in miscellaneous tools.
RP advised they were reviewing the business’ security footage and observed 3
unknown subjects cut the fence on the property at approximately 2330 hours the
previous night (6-17-19). The subjects appear to gain entry into the property
through the cut fence and attempt to get into a coca cola machine on the
property.
O1 was taken into protective custody for a Baker Act. After Dep. Varnes drove
away with the suspect he got a flat tire so another unit arrived to complete the
transport.
Juvenile taken into custody under a Baker Act.

Follow Up

19-56650

Kingswood Dr

Stolen Tag

19-57033

Lee Drive

Narcotics (TS)

19-57046

Emerson Dr

Stolen Tag

19-57047

W SR 100

DATE: 6.18.2019

The vehicle involved in this call that fled from LEO yesterday was located
abandoned and partially in the roadway across from 50 Fieldstone Ln.
V1 stated an unknown person stole his Florida tag NAEDO with decal 15894096 off
his 2016 Ford F150 sometime between 10am on 6/15/19 to 1pm on 6/18/19 while
it was parked in his driveway.
FCSO observed a silver Charger cut across 2 lanes of traffic on Belle Terre and turn
onto East Hampton, without using a turn signal and then sped off at a high rate of
speed. The vehicle turned into the driveway at #16 and a Black Male started to
walk away from the vehicle. FCSO ordered the driver back into the vehicle several
times, but he refused. S1 then tried to reach into the vehicle at which point
deputies secured the male. S1 was taken into custody for Habitual DWLS /
Resisting w/out Violence and VOP (felony). An inventory of the vehicle was
conducted and a pill bottle was found under the seat with.
RP advised that he parked his trailer at the Bimini Bar located at 1022 W SR100 at
5PM on 6/16/19 and returned on 6/17/19 at 5PM and found that his tag was
stolen from the trailer.

